Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:22 AM
Subject: Important Update
Dear friends and family,
On January 3, 2012 - without holding the required "open-to-the-public" oral argument hearing - to
which I had literally begged all you attend so you could witness the blatant corruption for
yourself and possibly stop it from continuing - Judge Bauman issued orders that could
corruptly gut my post-conviction relief proceeding. See attached. In other words Judge Bauman
deprived you-the-people of your right to "open court" proceedings - which are in place to expose
and prevent judicial corruption.
On January 12, 2012 I appealed the illegal judgment modification and on January 13, 2012 I filed
a motion to disqualify Judge Bauman for corruption and to strike his January 3, 2012 orders. See
attached.
The situation is more serious yet - now with another judge blatantly violating specific laws, rules,
rights, and judicial cannons to cover up for the judges, attorneys, prosecutors, troopers, and
judicial conduct investigators already proven to have conspired to cover up the corruption during
my prosecution for actions I was told to take during the Wolf Control Program.
We had a recent meeting with Representative Mike Chenault (800-469-3779) and Senator Tom
Wagoner (800-964-5733) about the above and asked for an independent
legislative investigation into at least judicial conduct investigator Marla Greenstein's corruption.
They agreed this is so serious they will attempt to do this. I also asked for help with a meeting
with the governor and Senator Wagoner suggested also meeting with the attorney general
(Michael Geraghty was just appointed).
Although I know all of you have lives, familys, and other obligations I ask that you take a minute
to call your legislators and ask that an independent legislative investigation (headed by Chenault,
who is the Speaker of the House ) be conducted into 25 year judicial conduct investigator Marla
Greenstein's falsification of judicial investigations to cover up for corrupt judges and to ask that
the governor (907-465-3500) and new attorney general meet with myself, Jackie, Senator
Wagoner, Representative Chenault, and a couple witnesses.
You might also call the Anchorage Daily News (800-478-4200) and Peninsula Clarion (3351251) etc. to suggest they get involved.
This isn't bribery by oil companies so they can make more profit off the public's oil - this is the
systematic rigging of "legal" court proceedings, in violation of the specific constitutional rights for
which the revolutionary war was fought and for which so many people have died to protect since.
Unless addressed it means that when you end up in court - for DUI, lawsuit, divorce, or nothing at
all - the rules and rights that protect you from losing everything do not have to be followed and
you can be stripped bare for doing little or nothing wrong.
“During the debates on the adoption of the Constitution, its opponents repeatedly
charged that the Constitution as drafted would open the way to tyranny by the
central government. Fresh in their minds was the memory of the British violation
of civil rights before and during the Revolution. They demanded a "bill of rights"
that would spell out the immunities of individual citizens. Several state
conventions in their formal ratification of the Constitution asked for such
amendments; others ratified the Constitution with the understanding that the

amendments would be offered.” U.S. National Archives and Records
Administration
No matter the consequences I intend on taking whatever action is necessary to enforce our right
to the required "open-to-the-public" hearings that will expose the corruption. I ask that when the
time comes you show up with your spouse, grandparents, kids, neighbors, friends and whomever
else you can possibly get to the courthouse - so you can bear witness to me kicking the ass of
corrupt judges, DAs, attorneys, troopers, and judicial "investigators" - and so you can raise the
alarm if they try to haul me off to jail for doing so. My long time business attorney, Dale
Dolifka, who has personally testified to the U.S. Department of Justice about the blatant
corruption in my case, has stated that while they will no longer try burning our house down to get
rid of the evidence (because we have documented the evidence so well), my being jailed on false
charges is a very real possibility. After a court hearing we usually have a nice get-together at Don
Jose's in Kenai.
Again I respectfully ask all of you to carefully read the attachments and forward this email on to
everyone you possibly can.
Sincerely,
Dave Haeg
907-262-9249

